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(54) BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FOR HIGH-SPEED ULTRA-LONG SINGLE-SPAN 
SINGLE CORE

(57) The present invention relates to the technical
field of optical communications, and in particular, to a
bidirectional transmission system for a high-speed ul-
tra-long single-span single core. The bidirectional trans-
mission system comprises a forward transmission sys-
tem and a reverse transmission system, which share one
optical cable and respectively occupy one fiber core,
wherein a forward remote pumping unit is provided on a
receiving end of the forward transmission system; a re-
verse remote pumping unit is provided on a receiving end
of the reverse transmission system, and further compris-
es a first hybrid remote gain unit and a second hybrid

remote gain unit simultaneously providing a signal am-
plification function for two directions, wherein the forward
remote pumping unit provides a pump light for the second
hybrid remote gain unit, and the reverse remote pumping
unit provides a pump light for the first hybrid remote gain
unit. According to the present invention, only a single
fiber core needs to be used in each transmission direc-
tion. Remote pumping units are provided on only receiv-
ing ends of forward and reverse transmission systems
to achieve functions of four optical amplifiers, thereby
achieving ultra long-distance optical transmission of a
high speed service.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] The present disclosure claims the benefit of,
and priority to Chinese Patent Application No.
201910858513.9 filed on September 11, 2019, the dis-
closure of which is hereby expressly incorporated by ref-
erence herein in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0002] The present invention relates to the technical
field of optical communications, and in particular, to a
bidirectional transmission system for a high-speed ultra-
long single-span single core.

BACKGROUND

[0003] With the rapid developments of currently
emerging technologies and industries such as cloud
computing and big data, telecom operators and Internet
operations have been under unprecedented pressure.
With the increase in the number of connected devices,
the amount of data generated increases significantly, re-
quiring higher bandwidth, and the requirements for the
network will further increase. In order to better meet these
conditions, the computing and processing of these data
need to be aggregated to the cloud. In this process, the
demand for data transmission will also increase greatly.
From the perspective of communication development,
the high speed is the eternal theme of optical transmis-
sion network development. At present, the transmission
speed of 100G implements the mainstream technology
of optical transmission network. China has also built the
world’s largest level 100G wavelength division multiplex-
er/OTN commercial transmission network. With the ad-
vent of the 5G era, the demand for network bandwidth
has shown a surge, and the transmission speed of 100G
has been not sufficient; in order to alleviate the pressure
on data transmission, super-100G coherent transmission
represented by single-carrier 200G/400G has become
the focus. From the point of view of the speed of the data
center, it is generally believed that cloud computing starts
from 10G to 40G and then to 100G, and the next-gener-
ation data center will be 400G or even higher speed.
[0004] For 2.5G, 10G and 100G systems, the single-
wave input optical power can reach more than 10dBm,
but when the speed reaches 200G, 400G, etc., due to
the use of more complex coding types such as 16QAM,
32QAM and 64QAM, the single channel input optical
power is reduced to be below 10 dBm, and at the same
time, the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) tolerance
of the receiving end is getting higher and higher. If the
Erbium-doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) technology is
used, the single-span transmission capability of the sys-
tem is severely limited. For a single-wavelength 400G
system, the single-span system can only achieve 30dB

and the transmission distance is only 150km. If the Ra-
man Fiber Amplifier (RFA) technology is used, the back-
ward Raman amplifier technology can improve the span
capability of the system by about 5dB; however, with the
adoption of 32QAM or 64QAM or even more complex
encoding, due to the limitation of nonlinear effects and
compensation algorithms, when forward Raman amplifi-
er technology is used, the system span is not significantly
improved.
[0005] Therefore, for the ultra-long single-span system
of the high speed service exceeding 200G, the system
transmission based on the Raman amplifier technology
can only achieve a system transmission of 200km at
present, and even if the backward follow-bypass remote
pump amplifier technology is used, it can only achieve a
system transmission of 270km. At present, the forward
follow-bypass remote pump amplifier and the backward
follow-bypass remote pump amplifier technology are
used to further improve the transmission span of the sys-
tem, but these technologies will increase the core dedi-
cated for transmission pumping, increase the system
construction cost and design complexity. Therefore, it is
currently desired that there will be a transmission tech-
nology that realizes ultra-long-span transmission through
a single fiber core to solve the transmission problem of
ultra-200G high speed services over 300km or even
400km.
[0006] In view of this, to overcome the above-men-
tioned defects of the prior art is an urgent task in the
technical field.

SUMMARY

[0007] The technical problem to be solved by the
present disclosure is:
for the high-speed service over 200G, the transmission
spans of the EDFA amplification technology and the RFA
amplification technology are insufficient. Although the re-
mote pump amplification technology can improve the
transmission span, the improvement is limited, and it will
increase the fiber core specially used for transmission
pump, increases the system construction cost and design
complexity. Therefore, it is desired that a single fiber core
can realize ultra-long span transmission and solve the
transmission problem of high speed services over 200G.
[0008] The present disclosure achieves the above ob-
ject through the following technical solutions.
[0009] The present disclosure provides a bidirectional
transmission system for a high-speed ultra-long single-
span single core, wherein the bidirectional transmission
system comprises a forward transmission system and a
reverse transmission system, which share an optical ca-
ble and occupy a fiber core respectively; wherein a re-
ceiving end of the forward transmission system is pro-
vided with a forward remote pumping unit 10, and a re-
ceiving end of the reverse transmission system is pro-
vided with a reverse remote pumping unit 21;
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the bidirectional transmission system further com-
prises a first hybrid remote gain unit and a second
hybrid remote gain unit that provide signal amplifi-
cation functions for two directions simultaneously,
the first hybrid remote gain unit comprising a forward
first remote gain unit 5 and a reverse second remote
gain unit 18, the second hybrid remote gain unit com-
prising a forward second remote gain unit 7 and a
reverse first remote gain unit 16, and the two hybrid
remote gain units adopting the same optical path
structure;
wherein the forward remote pumping unit 10 pro-
vides pump light for signal amplification for the sec-
ond hybrid remote gain unit, and the reverse remote
pumping unit 21 provides pump light for signal am-
plification for the first hybrid remote gain unit.

[0010] Further, the forward transmission system com-
prises a forward optical transmitter 1, a forward optical
amplifier 3, a forward first transmission fiber core 4, the
forward first remote gain unit 5, a forward second trans-
mission fiber cores 6, the forward second remote gain
unit 7, a forward third transmission fiber core 8, the for-
ward remote pumping unit 10 and a forward optical re-
ceiver 11 that are sequentially connected in a forward
direction; wherein the forward remote pumping unit 10
provides pump light for signal amplification for the second
hybrid remote gain unit through the forward third trans-
mission fiber core 8; and
[0011] The reverse transmission system comprises a
reverse optical transmitter 12, a reverse optical amplifier
14, a reverse first transmission fiber core 15, the reverse
first remote gain unit 16, a reverse second transmission
fiber core 17, the reverse second remote gain unit 18, a
reverse third transmission fiber core 19, the reverse re-
mote pumping unit 21 and a reverse optical receiver 22
that are sequentially connected in reverse direction;
wherein the reverse remote pumping unit 21 provides
the first hybrid remote gain unit with pump light for signal
amplification through the reverse third transmission fiber
core 19.
[0012] Further, the forward first transmission fiber core
4, the forward second transmission fiber core 6 and the
forward third transmission fiber core 8 are the same and
identical core; the reverse first transmission fiber core
15, the reverse second transmission fiber core 17 and
the reverse third transmission fiber core 19 are the same
and identical core; and
[0013] The forward first transmission fiber core 4 and
the reverse third transmission fiber core 19 are located
in a first transmission optical cable, the forward second
transmission fiber core 6 and the reverse second trans-
mission fiber core 17 are located in a second transmis-
sion optical cable, the forward third transmission fiber
core 8 and the reverse first transmission fiber core 15
are located in a third transmission optical cable, and the
first transmission optical cable, the second transmission
optical cable and the third transmission optical cable are

three parts of the same optical cable.
[0014] Further, the first hybrid remote gain unit and the
second hybrid remote gain unit both are composed of an
isolator, an erbium-doped fiber, a wavelength division
multiplexer and a reflecting mirror.
[0015] Further, the forward first remote gain unit 5 in
the first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a
forward first input end isolator 32, a forward first input
end wavelength division multiplexer 33, a forward first
erbium-doped fiber 34, a forward first output end wave-
length division multiplexer 35 and a forward first output
end isolator 36 that are sequentially connected in the
forward direction;
[0016] The reverse second remote gain unit 18 in the
first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a re-
verse first input end isolator 38, a reverse first input end
wavelength division multiplexers 39, a reverse first er-
bium-doped fiber 40, a reverse reflecting mirror 41 and
a reverse first output end wavelength division multiplexer
42 that are sequentially connected in a reverse direction;
[0017] Wherein a pumping end of the forward first out-
put end wavelength division multiplexer 35 is connected
to a pumping end of the reverse first input end wavelength
division multiplexer 39, and a pumping end of the reverse
first output end wavelength division multiplexer 42 is con-
nected to a pumping end of the forward first input end
wavelength division multiplexer 33.
[0018] Further, pump light entering the first hybrid re-
mote gain unit first enters the forward first remote gain
unit 5 to amplify high speed service of the forward trans-
mission system; residual pump light enters the reverse
second remote gain unit 18 to amplify high speed service
of the reverse transmission system;
[0019] Pump light entering the second hybrid remote
gain unit first enters the reverse first remote gain unit 16
to amplify the high speed service of the reverse trans-
mission system; residual pump light enters the forward
second remote gain unit 7 to amplify the high speed serv-
ice of the forward transmission system.
[0020] Further, the forward first remote gain unit 5 in
the first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a
forward reflecting mirror 52, a forward second erbium-
doped fiber 53, a forward second output end wavelength
division multiplexer 54 and a forward second output end
isolator 55 that are sequentially connected in a forward
direction;
[0021] The reverse second remote gain unit 18 in the
first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a re-
verse second input end isolator 57, a reverse second
input end wavelength division multiplexer 58, a reverse
second erbium-doped fiber 59, a reverse second output
end wavelength division multiplexer 60, a reverse second
output end isolator 61 and a reverse third output end
wavelength division multiplexer 62 that are sequentially
connected in a reverse direction;
[0022] Wherein a pumping end of the reverse second
input end wavelength division multiplexer 58 is connect-
ed to a pumping end of the forward second output end
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wavelength division multiplexer 54.
[0023] Further, pump light entering the first hybrid re-
mote gain unit first enters the reverse second remote
gain unit 18 to amplify high speed service of the reverse
transmission system; residual pump light enters the for-
ward first remote gain unit 5 to amplify high speed service
of the forward transmission system;
[0024] Pump light entering the second hybrid remote
gain unit first enters the forward second remote gain unit
7 to amplify the high speed service of the forward trans-
mission system; residual pump light enters the reverse
first remote gain unit 16 to amplify the high speed service
of the reverse transmission system.
[0025] Further, a distance between a transmitting end
of the forward transmission system and the first hybrid
remote gain unit, a distance between the receiving end
of the forward transmission system and the second hy-
brid remote gain unit, a distance between a transmitting
end of the reverse transmission system and the second
hybrid remote gain unit, and a distance between the re-
ceiving end of the reverse transmission system and the
first hybrid remote gain unit are equal, being all L and

 ;
[0026] Where Ppump is pump light power of the forward
remote pumping unit 10 and the reverse remote pumping
unit 21, and α is a loss coefficient of signal light.
[0027] Further, signal light single-channel speeds of
transmitters of the forward transmission system and the
reverse transmission system are 200Gb/s, 300Gb/s,
400Gb/s, 500Gb/s, 600Gb/s, 700Gb/s, 800Gb/s,
900Gb/s, 1Tb/s, 1.1Tb/s or 1.2Tb/s.
[0028] The beneficial effects of the present invention
are as follows:
[0029] In the bidirectional transmission system provid-
ed by the present disclosure, only a single fiber core is
required for each transmission direction, and the forward
transmission system and the reverse transmission pump
system are only provided with a remote pumping unit at
the receiving end which can realize the function of four
optical amplifiers and thus enables ultra-long-distance
optical transmission of high speed services. Compared
with the EDFA amplification technology, the RFA ampli-
fication technology and the remote pump amplification
technology, the system can further improve the system
span by more than 10dB achieve system transmission
with a single span of more than 350km, and is suitable
for any optical transmission system with speed between
200Gb/s and 1.2Tb/s..

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030] In order to describe the technical solutions of
the embodiments of the present invention more clearly,
the accompanying drawings that need to be used in the
embodiments of the present invention are briefly intro-
duced as follows. Obviously, the drawings described be-

low are only some embodiments of the present invention,
and as for those of ordinary skill in the art, other drawings
can also be obtained from these drawings without crea-
tive effort.

FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram of a bidirec-
tional transmission system for a high-speed ultra-
long single-span single core provided in an embod-
iment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a hybrid
remote gain unit according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of another
hybrid remote gain unit provided by an embodiment
of the present disclosure;

[0031] Wherein, the reference numerals are as follows:

forward optical transmitter 1, forward high speed
service signal light 2, forward optical amplifier 3, for-
ward first transmission fiber core 4, forward first re-
mote gain unit 5, forward second transmission fiber
core 6, forward second remote gain unit 7, forward
third transmission fiber core 8, forward system pump
light 9, forward remote pumping unit 10, forward op-
tical receiver 11, reverse optical transmitter 12, re-
verse high speed service signal light 13, the reverse
optical amplifier 14, the reverse first transmission fib-
er core 15, reverse first remote gain unit 16, reverse
second transmission fiber core 17, reverse second
remote gain unit 18, reverse third transmission fiber
core 19, reverse system pump light 20, reverse re-
mote pumping unit 21 and reverse optical receiver
22;
forward transmission first service optical signal 31,
first input end isolator 32, forward first input end
wavelength division multiplexer 33, forward first er-
bium-doped fiber 34, forward first output end wave-
length division multiplexer 35, forward first output
end isolator 36, reverse transmission first service op-
tical signal 37, reverse first input end isolator 38, re-
verse first input end wavelength division multiplexer
39, reverse first erbium-doped fiber 40, reverse re-
flecting mirror 41, reverse first output end wave-
length division multiplexer 42, and first pump light 43;
forward transmission second service optical signal
51, forward reflecting mirror 52, forward second er-
bium-doped fiber 53, forward second output end
wavelength division multiplexer 54, forward second
output end isolator 55, reverse transmission second
service optical signal 56, reverse second input end
isolator 57, reverse second input end wavelength
division multiplexer 58, reverse second erbium-
doped fiber 59, reverse second output end wave-
length division multiplexer 60, reverse second output
end isolator 61, reverse third output end wavelength
division multiplexer 62 and second pump light 63.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] In order to make the objectives, technical solu-
tions and advantages of the present invention clearer,
the present invention will be further described in detail
below with reference to the accompanying drawings and
embodiments. It should be understood that the specific
embodiments described herein are only used to explain
the present invention, but not to limit the present inven-
tion.
[0033] In the description of the present invention, the
terms "inner", "outer", "longitudinal", "lateral", "above",
"below", "top", "bottom", "left", "right", "front" ", "rear", etc.
are based on the orientation or positional relationship
shown in the drawings, and are only for the convenience
of describing the present invention rather than requiring
the present invention to be constructed and operated in
a specific orientation, and therefore should not be con-
strued as limitations of the present invention.
[0034] In each embodiment of the present invention,
the symbol "/" indicates the meaning of having two func-
tions at the same time, while the symbol "A and/or B"
indicates that the combination between the preceding
and following objects connected by the symbol compris-
es three cases i.e. "A", " B", "A and B".
[0035] In addition, the technical features involved in
the various embodiments of the present invention de-
scribed below can be combined with each other as long
as they do not conflict with each other. The present in-
vention will be described in detail below with reference
to the accompanying drawings and embodiments.
[0036] An embodiment of the present disclosure pro-
vides a bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core, as shown in
FIG. 1, comprising a forward transmission system (that
is, the upper row structure in the figure) and a reverse
transmission system (that is, the lower row structure in
figure), the two sharing an optical cable and occupying
one fiber core respectively; wherein the receiving end
(i.e. the right end in the figure) of the forward transmission
system is provided with a forward remote pumping unit
10, and the receiving end (i.e., the left end in the figure)
of the reverse remote transmission system is provided
with a reverse remote pumping unit 21. here, forward and
reverse are relative concepts, which are only used to
distinguish different directions in the bidirectional com-
munication mode, and can be completely interchanged,
and do not limit the specific optical transmission direction;
in the drawings corresponding to the embodiments of the
present invention, "forward transmission" means trans-
mission from left to right, and "reverse transmission"
means transmission from right to left, but it is not intended
to limit the present invention.
[0037] Referring to FIG. 1, the bidirectional transmis-
sion system further comprises a first hybrid remote gain
unit and a second hybrid remote gain unit that provide
signal amplification functions for both directions at the
same time; the first hybrid remote gain unit comprises a

forward first remote gain unit 5 and a reverse second
remote gain unit 18, the second hybrid remote gain unit
comprises a forward second remote gain unit 7 and a
reverse first remote gain unit 16, and the two hybrid re-
mote gain units use the same optical path structure in
order to reduce workload regarding designing, product
type and material quantity. The forward remote pumping
unit 10 provides the second hybrid remote gain unit with
pump light for signal amplification, and the reverse re-
mote pumping unit 21 provides the first hybrid remote
gain unit with pump light for signal amplification.
[0038] In the above-mentioned bidirectional transmis-
sion system provided by the embodiment of the present
invention, only a single fiber core is required for each
transmission direction, and both the forward transmis-
sion system and the reverse transmission pump system
are only provided with a remote pumping unit at the re-
ceiving end, and two remote pumping unit can realize
the functions of four optical amplifiers, thereby realizing
ultra-long-distance optical transmission of high speed
services. Compared with the EDFA amplification tech-
nology, the RFA amplification technology and the remote
pump amplification technology, the system can further
improve the system span by more than 10dB and achieve
system transmission with a single span of more than
350km, and is suitable for any optical transmission sys-
tem between 200Gb/s and 1.2Tb/s.
[0039] Below in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings, the structure of each part of the bidirectional
transmission system is introduced in detail:
[0040] As shown in FIG. 1, the forward transmission
system comprises a forward optical transmitter 1, a for-
ward optical amplifier 3, a forward first transmission fiber
core 4, the forward first remote gain unit 5, a forward
second optical amplifier 5, a forward second transmission
fiber core 6, the forward second remote gain unit 7, a
forward third transmission fiber core 8, the forward re-
mote pumping unit 10 and a forward optical receiver 11
connected in sequence in a forward direction; wherein
the forward optical amplifier 3 may be erbium-doped fiber
amplifier. Based on the above structure, after the forward
optical transmitter 1 sends out the forward high speed
service signal light 2, the service signal light is amplified
by the forward optical amplifier 3, then passes through
the forward first transmission fiber core 4 into the forward
first remote gain unit 5, and uses the pump light provided
by the reverse remote pumping unit 21 to complete the
gain amplification of the signal light; subsequently the
signal light enters the forward second remote gain unit 7
through the forward second transmission fiber core 6 and
utilizes the pump light generated by the forward remote
pumping unit 10 to perform gain amplification of the signal
light again; and then after the signal light passes through
the forward third transmission fiber core 8 and the forward
remote pumping unit 10, it is received by the forward
optical receiver 11.
[0041] The forward remote pumping unit 10 provides
pump light for signal amplification for the second hybrid
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remote gain unit through the forward third transmission
fiber core 8. Specifically: the forward system pump light
9 emitted by the forward remote pumping unit 10 is re-
versely transmitted to the second hybrid remote gain unit
through the forward third transmission fiber core 8, and
then provides the forward second remote gain unit 7 and
the reverse first remote gain unit 16 of the hybrid remote
gain unit with pump light for signal amplification. In the
forward third transmission fiber core 8, the transmission
directions of the service signal light and the pump light
are opposite, wherein the service signal light is output
from the forward second remote gain unit 7, and then
reaches the forward remote gain unit 10; and the pump
light is output from the forward remote pumping unit 10,
and then reaches the forward second remote gain unit 7.
[0042] Continuing to refer to FIG. 1, similar to the for-
ward transmission system, the reverse transmission sys-
tem comprises a reverse optical transmitter 12, a reverse
optical amplifier 14, a reverse first transmission fiber core
15, a reverse first remote gain unit 16, a reverse second
transmission fiber core 17, a reverse second remote gain
unit 18, a reverse third transmission fiber core 19, a re-
verse remote pumping unit 21 and a reverse optical re-
ceiver 22 connected in sequence in a reverse direction;
wherein the reverse optical amplifier 14 may be an er-
bium-doped fiber amplifier. Based on the above struc-
ture, after the reverse optical transmitter 12 sends out
the reverse high speed service signal light 13, the reverse
optical amplifier 14 amplifies the service optical signal,
which is then transmitted through the reverse first trans-
mission fiber core 15 to enter the reverse first remote
gain unit 16, and use the pump light generated by the
forward remote pumping unit 10 to complete the gain
amplification of the signal light; then the signal light enters
the reverse second remote gain unit 18 through the re-
verse second transmission fiber core 17, utilizes the
pump light generated by the reverse remote pumping
unit 21 to further amplify the gain of the signal light; sub-
sequently, the signal light passes through the reverse
third transmission fiber core 19 and the reverse remote
pumping unit 21, then it is received by the reverse optical
receiver 22 .
[0043] The reverse remote pumping unit 21 provides
pump light for signal amplification to the first hybrid re-
mote gain unit through the reverse third transmission fib-
er core 19. Specifically, the reverse system pump light
20 emitted by the reverse remote pumping unit 21 is
transmitted to the first hybrid remote gain unit through
the reverse third transmission fiber core 19, and then
provides pump light to the reverse second remote gain
unit 18 and the forward first remote gain unit 5 of the first
hybrid remote gain unit for signal amplification. In the
reverse third transmission fiber core 19, the transmission
directions of the service signal light and that of the pump
light are opposite, and the service signal light is output
from the reverse second remote gain unit 18, and then
reaches the reverse remote pumping unit 21; the pump
light is output from the reverse remote pumping unit 21,

and then reaches the reverse second remote gain unit 18.
[0044] Further referring to FIG. 1, in the forward trans-
mission system, the forward first transmission fiber core
4, the forward second transmission fiber core 6 and the
forward third transmission fiber core 8 are the same and
identical fiber core. In the reverse transmission system,
the reverse first transmission fiber core 15, the reverse
second transmission fiber core 17 and the reverse third
transmission fiber core 19 are the same and identical
fiber core. The forward first transmission fiber core 4 and
the reverse third transmission fiber core 19 are located
in the first transmission optical cable. The forward second
transmission fiber core 6 and the reverse second trans-
mission fiber core 17 are located in the second transmis-
sion optical cable. The forward third transmission fiber
core 8 and the reverse first transmission fiber core 15
are located in the third transmission optical cable. The
first transmission optical cable, the second transmission
optical cable and the third transmission optical cable are
three parts of the same optical cable. An optical cable
contains multiple fiber cores. Combining the above de-
scription, it can be seen that the forward transmission
system and the reverse transmission system here share
one optical cable, and respectively occupy one core of
the multiple fiber cores in the optical cable.
[0045] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
first hybrid remote gain unit and the second hybrid remote
gain unit use the same optical path structure and the
same optical device model, and both are composed of
an isolator, an erbium-doped fiber, a wavelength division
multiplexer and a reflecting mirror. Two optional struc-
tures of the first hybrid remote gain unit and the second
hybrid remote gain unit will be introduced below with ref-
erence to FIG. 2 and FIG.3.
[0046] As shown in FIG. 2, taking the first hybrid remote
gain unit as an example, in an optional embodiment, the
forward first remote gain unit 5 in the first hybrid remote
gain unit (i.e., the dotted box in the upper row in the figure)
specifically comprises a forward first input end isolator
32, a forward first input end wavelength division multi-
plexer 33, a forward first erbium-doped fiber 34, a forward
first input end isolator 34, a forward first output end wave-
length division multiplexer 35 and a forward first output
end isolator 36 which are sequentially connected in a
forward direction; and the reverse second remote gain
unit 18 in the first hybrid remote gain unit (i.e. the dotted
box in the lower row in the figure) specifically comprises
a reverse first input end isolator 38, a reverse first input
end wavelength division multiplexer 39, a reverse first
erbium-doped fiber 40, a reverse reflecting mirror 41 and
a reverse first output end wavelength division multiplexer
42 which are sequentially connected in a reverse direc-
tion.
[0047] The input end 32a of the forward first input end
isolator 32 is connected to the output end of the forward
first transmission fiber core 4; the output end of the for-
ward first input end isolator 32 is connected to the signal
end of the forward first input end wavelength division mul-
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tiplexer 33; the common end 33a of the forward first input
end wavelength division multiplexer 33 is connected to
the input end of the forward first erbium-doped fiber 34;
the output end of the forward first erbium-doped fiber 34
is connected to the common end 35a of the forward first
output end wavelength division multiplexer 35; the signal
end of the forward first output end wavelength division
multiplexer 35 is connected to the input end of the forward
first output end isolator 36; and the output end of the
forward first output end isolator 36 outputs the amplified
service signal light. The pumping end 35c of the forward
first output wavelength division multiplexer 35 is connect-
ed to the pumping end 39c of the reverse first input end
wavelength division multiplexer 39; the input end 38a of
the reverse first input end isolator 38 is connected to the
output end of the reverse second transmission fiber core
17; the output end of the reverse first input end isolator
38 is connected to the signal end of the reverse first input
end wavelength division multiplexer 39; the common end
39a of the reverse first input end wavelength division mul-
tiplexer 39 is connected to the input end of the reverse
first erbium-doped fiber 40; the output end of the reverse
first erbium-doped fiber 40 is connected to the input end
41a of the reverse reflecting mirror 4; the output end 41b
of the reverse reflecting mirror 41 is connected to the
signal end 42b of the reverse first output end wavelength
division multiplexer 42; the pumping end 42c of the re-
verse first output end wavelength division multiplexer 42
is connected to the pumping end 33c of the forward first
input end wavelength division multiplexer 33; and the
common end 42a of the reverse first output end wave-
length multiplexer 42 is connected to the input end of the
reverse third transmission fiber core 19.
[0048] Referring to FIG. 2, the flow direction of the serv-
ice optical signal in the forward transmission system is
as follows: the forwardly transmitted first service optical
signal 31 sequentially passes through the input end 32a
of the forward first input end isolator 32, the output end
of forward first input end isolator 32, the signal end of the
forward first input end wavelength division multiplexer
33, the common end 33a of the forward first input end
wavelength division multiplexer 33, the forward first er-
bium-doped fiber 34, the common end 35a of the forward
first output wavelength division multiplexer 35, the signal
end of the forward first output end wavelength division
multiplexer 35, and the input end of the forward first out-
put end isolator 36, and the amplified signal light is output
through the output end of the forward first output end
isolator 36 .
[0049] The flow direction of the service optical signal
in the reverse transmission system is as follows: the re-
versely transmitted first service optical signal 37 sequen-
tially passes through the input end 38a of the reverse
first input end isolator 38, the output end of reverse first
input end isolator 38, the signal end of the reverse first
input end wavelength division multiplexer 39, the com-
mon end 39a of the reverse first input end wavelength
division multiplexer 39, the reverse first erbium-doped

fiber 40, the reverse reflecting mirror 41, and the signal
end 42b of the reverse first output end wavelength divi-
sion multiplexer 42, and the amplified signal light passes
through the common end 42a of reverse first output end
wavelength division multiplexer 42 to be output.
[0050] Continuing with reference to FIG. 2, the flow
direction of the pump light is as follows: the first pump
light 43 sequentially passes through the common end
42a of the reverse first output wavelength division multi-
plexer 42, the pumping end 42c of the reverse first output
end wavelength division multiplexer device 42, the pump-
ing end 33c of the forward first input end wavelength di-
vision multiplexer 33, the common end 33a of the forward
first input end wavelength division multiplexer 33, the for-
ward first erbium-doped fiber 34, the common end 35a
of the forward first output wavelength division multiplexer
35, the pumping end 33c of the forward first input end
wavelength division multiplexer 33, the pumping end 39c
of the reverse first input end wavelength division multi-
plexer 39, the common end 39a of the reverse first input
end wavelength division multiplexer 39, the reverse first
erbium-doped fiber 40, and the input end 41a of the re-
verse reflecting mirror 41, and the reverse reflecting mir-
ror 41 reflects the pump light back into the reverse first
erbium-doped fiber 40 for further amplifying the signal
light.
[0051] It can be seen from the above that the pump
light entering the first hybrid remote gain unit first enters
the forward first remote gain unit 5 to amplify the high
speed service of the forward transmission system; the
residual pump light enters the reverse second remote
gain unit 18 to amplify the high speed service of the re-
verse transmission system. The second hybrid remote
gain unit and the first hybrid remote gain unit adopt the
same structure as shown in FIG. 2, and the pump light
entering the second hybrid remote gain unit first enters
the reverse first remote gain unit 16 to amplify the high
speed service of the reverse transmission system; the
residual pump light enters the forward second remote
gain unit 7 to amplify the high speed service of the forward
transmission system.
[0052] Further referring to FIG. 3, still taking the first
hybrid remote gain unit as an example, in another op-
tional embodiment, the forward first remote gain unit 5 in
the first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a
forward reflecting mirror 52, a forward second erbium-
doped fiber 53, a forward second output end wavelength
division multiplexer 54 and a forward second output end
isolator 55 which are connected sequentially in a forward
direction; the reverse second remote gain unit 18 in the
first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a re-
verse second input end isolator 57, a reverse second
input end wavelength division multiplexer 58, a reverse
second erbium-doped fiber 59, a reverse second output
end wavelength division multiplexer 60, a reverse second
output end isolator 61, and a reverse third output end
wavelength division multiplexer 62 which are connected
sequentially in a reverse direction.
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[0053] The input end 52a of the forward reflecting mir-
ror 52 is connected to the output end of the first forward
transmission fiber core 4; the output end 52b of the for-
ward reflecting mirror 52 is connected to the input end of
the second forward erbium-doped fiber 53; the output
end of the forward second erbium-doped fiber 53 is con-
nected to the common end 54a of the forward second
output end wavelength division multiplexer 54; the signal
end of the forward second output end wavelength division
multiplexer 54 is connected to the input end of the forward
second output end isolator 55; and the output end of the
forward second output end isolator 55 outputs the am-
plified service signal light. The pumping end 54c of the
forward second output end wavelength division multi-
plexer 54 is connected to the pumping end 58c of the
second reverse input end wavelength division multiplex-
er 58; the input end 57a of the reverse second input end
isolator 57 is connected to the output end of the reverse
second transmission fiber core 17; the output end of the
reverse second input end isolator 57 is connected to the
signal end of the reverse second input end wavelength
division multiplexer 58; the common end 58a of the re-
verse second input end wavelength division multiplexer
58 is connected to the input end of the reverse second
erbium-doped fiber 59; the output end of the reverse sec-
ond erbium-doped fiber 59 is connected to the common
end 60a of the reverse second output end wavelength
division multiplexer 60; the signal end of the reverse sec-
ond output end wavelength division multiplexer 60 is con-
nected to the input end of reverse second output end
isolator 61; the output end of the reverse second output
end isolator 61 is connected to the signal end of the re-
verse third output end wavelength division multiplexer
62; the common end 62a of reverse third output end
wavelength division multiplexer 62 is connected to the
input end of the reverse third transmission fiber core 19;
and the pumping end 62c of the reverse third output end
of the wavelength division multiplexer 62 is connected to
the pumping end 60c of the reverse second output end
wavelength division multiplexer 60.
[0054] Referring to FIG. 3 , the flow direction of the
service optical signal in the forward transmission system
is as follows: the forwardly transmitted second service
optical signal 51 sequentially passes through the forward
reflecting mirror 52, the forward second erbium-doped
fiber 53, and the common end 54a of the forward second
output end wavelength division multiplexer 54, the signal
end of the forward second output end wavelength division
multiplexer 54, and the input end of the forward second
output end isolator 55, and the amplified signal light is
output from the output end of the forward second output
end isolator 55.
[0055] The flow direction of the service optical signal
in the reverse transmission system is as follows: the re-
versely transmitted second service optical signal 56 se-
quentially passes through the input end 57a of the re-
verse second input end isolator 57, the output end of the
reverse second input end isolator 57, the signal end of

the reverse second input end wavelength division multi-
plexer 58, the common end 58a of the reverse second
input end wavelength division multiplexer 58, the reverse
erbium-doped fiber 59, the common end 60a of the re-
verse second output wavelength division multiplexer 60,
the signal end of the reverse second output wavelength
division multiplexer 60, the input end of the reverse sec-
ond output end isolator 61, the output end of the reverse
second output end isolator 61, and the signal end of the
reverse third output end of the wavelength division mul-
tiplexer 62, and the amplified signal light is output from
the common end 62a of the reverse third output end
wavelength division multiplexer 62.
[0056] Continuing with reference to FIG. 3, the flow
direction of the pump light is as follows: the second pump
light 63 sequentially passes through the common end
62a of the reverse third output end wavelength division
multiplexer 62, the pumping end 62c of the reverse third
output end wavelength division multiplexer 62, the pump-
ing end 60c of the reverse second output wavelength
division multiplexer 60, the common end 60a of the re-
verse second output wavelength division multiplexer 60,
the reverse second erbium-doped fiber 59, the common
end 58a of the reverse second input end wavelength di-
vision multiplexer 58, the pumping end 58c of the reverse
second input end wavelength division multiplexer 58, the
pumping end 54c of the forward second output end wave-
length division multiplexer 54, the common end 54a of
the forward second output end wavelength division mul-
tiplexer 54, the second forward erbium-doped fiber 53,
and the forward reflection mirror 52, and the forward re-
flection mirror 52 reflects the pump light back into the
forward second erbium-doped fiber 53 for further ampli-
fying the signal light.
[0057] It can be seen from the above that the pump
light entering the first hybrid remote gain unit first enters
the reverse second remote gain unit 18 to amplify the
high speed service of the reverse transmission system;
the residual pump light enters the forward first remote
gain unit 5 for amplifying the high speed service of the
forward transmission system. The second hybrid remote
gain unit adopts the same structure as shown in FIG. 3
as that of the first hybrid remote gain unit, and the pump
light entering the second hybrid remote gain unit first en-
ters the forward second remote gain unit 7 to amplify the
high speed service of the forward transmission system;
the residual pump light enters the reverse first remote
gain unit 16 to amplify the high speed service of the re-
verse transmission system.
[0058] To sum up, whether the first hybrid remote gain
unit and the second hybrid remote gain unit adopt the
structure shown in FIG. 2 or the structure shown in FIG.
3, the following effects can be achieved: the reverse re-
mote pumping unit 21 may provide pump light for signal
amplification for the first hybrid remote gain unit (i.e., the
reverse second remote gain unit 18 and the forward first
remote gain unit 5); the forward remote pumping unit 10
may provide pump light for signal amplification for the
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second hybrid remote gain unit (i.e., the forward second
remote gain unit 7 and the reverse first remote gain unit
16). That is to say, the forward remote pumping unit and
the reverse remote pumping unit can implement the func-
tions of four optical amplifiers, thereby realizing ultra-
long-distance optical transmission for high speed serv-
ices. The wavelength ranges of the pump light of the for-
ward remote pumping unit 10 and the reverse remote
pumping unit 21 are both from 1470 nm to 1500 nm.
[0059] Further, the placement positions of the two hy-
brid remote gain units in the system satisfy the following
conditions: the distance between the transmitting end of
the forward transmission system and the first hybrid re-
mote gain unit, the distance between the receiving end
of the forward transmission system and the second hy-
brid remote gain unit, the distance between the transmit-
ting end of the reverse transmission system and the sec-
ond hybrid remote gain unit, and the distances between
the receiving end of the reverse transmission system and
the first hybrid remote gain unit are equal and are all set

to be L, here  , where Ppump is the pump
light power of the forward remote pumping unit 10 and
the reverse remote pumping unit 21, and α is the loss
coefficient of the signal light.
[0060] Further, in the embodiment of the present dis-
closure, the signal light single-channel rate of the trans-
mitter of the forward transmission system and the reverse
transmission system may be any one of 200Gb/s,
300Gb/s, 400Gb/s, 500Gb/s, 600Gb/s, 700Gb/s,
800Gb/s, 900Gb/s, 1Tb/s, 1.1Tb/s, and 1.2Tb/s.
[0061] To sum up, the bidirectional transmission sys-
tem provided by the embodiment of the present disclo-
sure mainly has the following advantages:
[0062] First, the present disclosure only needs to use
a single fiber core in each transmission direction, and
both the forward transmission system and the reverse
transmission pump system are only provided with a re-
mote pumping unit at the receiving end, that is, only two
remote pumping units, two remote gain units are needed
to realize the functions of four optical amplifiers; com-
pared with the conventional EDFA amplification technol-
ogy, RFA amplification technology, and backward re-
mote pump amplification technology, this scheme of the
transmission system can continue to improve the system
span by more than 10dB, and achieve single-span trans-
mission systems over 350km;
[0063] Second, the present disclosure is suitable for
optical transmission systems with any rate between
200Gb/s and 1.2Tb/s, and is suitable for various coding
modes such as 8QAM, 16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM, etc.,
which is beneficial to the smooth upgrade of the system;
[0064] Third, the first hybrid remote gain unit and the
second hybrid remote gain unit in the present disclosure
use the same optical path structure, reducing workload
regarding designing, product models, and material quan-
tities, while the traditional forward first stage remote gain

unit and forward second stage remote gain unit adopt
different optical path structures, which are more compli-
cated;
[0065] Fourth, the present disclosure is suitable for ul-
tra-long-span optical transmission systems on the sea-
bed and on land.
[0066] In order to better realize the bidirectional remote
pump, the present inventors have previously studied a
bidirectional remote pump system (the patent document
No. CN201510375829.4), using two sets of remote gain
units and four sets of remote pumping units, that is, re-
mote pumping units are arranged on both the transmitting
end and the receiving end of the forward transmission
system, and are arranged on the transmitting end and
the receiving end of the reverse transmission system.
However, in further research and use, it is found that the
bidirectional remote pump system in this patent (i.e., the
patent document No. CN201510375829.4) still has the
following defects: first, it is only suitable for low-speed
services below 100Gb/s, and when applied to high-speed
services above 200Gb/s, it will has an impact on the busi-
ness, and the optical signal-to-noise ratio cannot be fur-
ther improved; second, four remote pumping units are
used to realize the functions of four amplifiers, and the
cost is relatively high; third, the wavelengths of the serv-
ice channels in the two directions must be inconsistent;
forth, the remote gain unit has only one section of erbium-
doped fiber, and the forward remote gain unit and the
reverse remote gain unit share the optical path structure,
both sharing the pump light at the same time.
[0067] In fact, the present disclosure aims at the above
problems, and further improves the bidirectional remote
pumping system provided by the prior patent, wherein
only the receiving ends of the forward transmission sys-
tem and the reverse transmission system are respective-
ly provided with the remote pumping units; and the struc-
ture of the hybrid remote gain unit is further improved.
After the improvement, the present disclosure has the
following obvious advantages compared with the prior
patent: first, it can be applied to high-speed services
above 200Gb/s, and the business scope has been ex-
panded; second, only two pumping units are needed to
realize the functions of four amplifiers, thus the system
structure is greatly simplified and the system cost is re-
duced; third, the wavelengths of the two direction chan-
nels are not limited, and they can be the same or different,
thus the use range is wider and more flexible; fourth, the
hybrid remote gain unit adopts two sections of erbium-
doped fiber, and the forward remote gain unit and the
backward remote gain unit have independent optical path
structures respectively, wherein for the use of pump light,
the remote gain unit in one direction is first amplified, and
then the remote gain in the other direction is amplified,
thereby creatively proposing a way to reuse the residual
pump light, and designing a new optical path structure
for optical devices. In addition, the present disclosure
further provides a calculation method for the placement
positions of the two hybrid remote gain units, which is
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more accurate for the design of the entire system struc-
ture. The above descriptions are only preferred embod-
iments of the present invention and are not intended to
limit the present disclosure. Any modifications, equiva-
lent replacements and improvements made within the
spirit and principles of the present invention shall be in-
cluded within the protection scope of the present disclo-
sure.

Claims

1. A bidirectional transmission system for a high-speed
ultra-long single-span single core, characterized in
that the bidirectional transmission system compris-
es a forward transmission system and a reverse
transmission system, which share an optical cable
and respectively occupy a fiber core; wherein a re-
ceiving end of the forward transmission system is
provided with a forward remote pumping unit (10),
and a receiving end of the reverse transmission sys-
tem is provided with a reverse remote pumping unit
(21);

the bidirectional transmission system further
comprises a first hybrid remote gain unit and a
second hybrid remote gain unit that provide sig-
nal amplification functions for both directions at
the same time, the first hybrid remote gain unit
comprising a forward first remote gain unit (5)
and a reverse second remote gain unit (18), the
second hybrid remote gain unit comprising a for-
ward second remote gain unit (7) and a reverse
first remote gain unit (16), and the two hybrid
remote gain units adopting the same optical path
structure;
wherein the forward remote pumping unit (10)
provides pump light for signal amplification for
the second hybrid remote gain unit, and the re-
verse remote pumping unit (21) provides pump
light for signal amplification for the first hybrid
remote gain unit.

2. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of claim 1,
wherein the forward transmission system comprises
a forward optical transmitter (1), a forward optical
amplifier (3), a forward first transmission fiber core
(4), the forward first remote gain unit (5), a forward
second transmission fiber core (6), the forward sec-
ond remote gain unit (7) , a forward third transmis-
sion fiber core (8), the forward remote pumping unit
(10) and a forward optical receiver (11) that are se-
quentially connected in a forward direction; wherein
the forward remote pumping unit (10) provides pump
light for signal amplification for the second hybrid
remote gain unit through the forward third transmis-
sion fiber core (8);

the reverse transmission system comprises a re-
verse optical transmitter (12), a reverse optical am-
plifier (14), a reverse first transmission fiber core
(15), the reverse first remote gain unit (16), a reverse
second transmission fiber core (17), the reverse sec-
ond remote gain unit (18), a reverse third transmis-
sion fiber core (19), the reverse remote pumping unit
(21) and a reverse optical receiver (22) that are se-
quentially connected in a reverse direction; wherein
the reverse remote pumping unit (21) provides the
first hybrid remote gain unit with pump light for signal
amplification through the reverse third transmission
fiber core (19).

3. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of claim 2,
wherein the forward first transmission fiber core (4),
the forward second transmission fiber core (6) and
the forward third transmission fiber core (8) are the
same and identical core; and the reverse first trans-
mission fiber core (15), the reverse second trans-
mission fiber core (17) and the reverse third trans-
mission fiber core (19) are the same and identical
fiber core; and
the forward first transmission fiber core (4) and the
reverse third transmission fiber core (19) are located
in a first transmission optical cable, and the forward
second transmission fiber core (6) and the reverse
second transmission fiber core (17) are located in a
second transmission optical cable, the forward third
transmission fiber core (8) and the reverse first trans-
mission fiber core (15) are located in a third trans-
mission optical cable, and the first transmission op-
tical cable, the second transmission optical cable
and the third transmission optical cable are three
parts of the same cable.

4. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of claim 1,
wherein the first hybrid remote gain unit and the sec-
ond hybrid remote gain unit both are composed of
an isolator, an erbium-doped fiber, a wavelength di-
vision multiplexer and a reflecting mirror.

5. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of claim 4,
wherein the forward first remote gain unit (5) in the
first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a
forward first input end isolator (32), a forward first
input end wavelength division multiplexer (33), a for-
ward first erbium-doped fiber (34), and a forward first
output end wave multiplexer (35) and a forward first
output end isolator (36) that are sequentially con-
nected in a forward direction;

the reverse second remote gain unit (18) in the
first hybrid remote gain unit specifically compris-
es a reverse first input end isolators (38), a re-
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verse first input end wavelength division multi-
plexer (39), a reverse first erbium-doped fiber
(40), a reverse reflecting mirror (41) and a re-
verse first output end wavelength division mul-
tiplexer (42) that are sequentially connected in
a reverse direction;
wherein a pumping end of the forward first output
end wavelength division multiplexer (35) is con-
nected to a pumping end of the reverse first input
end wavelength division multiplexer (39), and a
pumping end of the reverse first output end
wavelength division multiplexer (42) is connect-
ed to a pumping end of the forward first input
end wavelength division multiplexer (33).

6. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of claim 5,
wherein pump light entering the first hybrid remote
gain unit first enters the forward first remote gain unit
(5) to amplify high speed service of the forward trans-
mission system; residual pump light enters the re-
verse second remote gain unit (18) to amplify high
speed service of the reverse transmission system;
pump light entering the second hybrid remote gain
unit first enters the reverse first remote gain unit (16),
to amplify the high speed service of the reverse trans-
mission system; residual pump light enters the for-
ward second remote gain unit (7) to amplify the high
speed service of the forward transmission system.

7. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of claim 4,
wherein the forward first remote gain unit (5) in the
first hybrid remote gain unit specifically comprises a
forward reflecting mirror (52), a forward second er-
bium-doped fiber (53), a forward second output end
wavelength division multiplexer (54) and a forward
second output end isolator (55) that are sequentially
connected in a forward direction;

the reverse second remote gain unit (18) in the
first hybrid remote gain unit specifically compris-
es a reverse second input end isolator (57), a
reverse second input end wavelength division
multiplexer (58), a reverse second erbium-
doped fiber (59), a reverse second output end
wavelength division multiplexer (60), a reverse
second output end isolator (61) and a reverse
third output end wavelength division multiplexer
(62) that are sequentially connected in a reverse
direction;
wherein a pumping end of the reverse second
input end wavelength division multiplexer (58)
is connected to a pumping end of the forward
second output end wavelength division multi-
plexer (54).

8. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-

speed ultra-long single-span single core of claim 7,
wherein pump light entering the first hybrid remote
gain unit first enters the reverse second remote gain
unit (18) to amplify high speed service of the reverse
transmission system; residual pump light enters the
forward first remote gain unit (5) to amplify high
speed service of the forward transmission system;
and
pump light entering the second hybrid remote gain
unit first enters the forward second remote gain unit
(7) to amplify the high speed service of the forward
transmission system; residual pump light enters the
reverse first remote gain unit (16) to amplify the high
speed service of the reverse transmission system.

9. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of any one
of claims 1-8, wherein a distance between a trans-
mitting end of the forward transmission system and
the first hybrid remote gain unit, a distance between
the receiving end of the forward transmission system
and the second hybrid remote gain unit, a distance
between a transmitting end of the reverse transmis-
sion system and the second hybrid remote gain unit,
and a distance between the receiving end of the re-
verse transmission system and the first hybrid re-
mote gain unit are equal.

10. The bidirectional transmission system for a high-
speed ultra-long single-span single core of any one
of claims 1-8, wherein signal light single-channel
speeds of transmitters of the forward transmission
system and the reverse transmission system are
200Gb/s, 300Gb/s, 400Gb/s, 500Gb/s, 600Gb/s,
700Gb/s, 800Gb/s, 900Gb/s, 1Tb/s, 1.1Tb/s or
1.2Tb/s.
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